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BY DADE HAYES

I
N A 2005 outtake from Access 
Hollywood that’s racked up 
Zapruder-level views, 
Republican presidential 

nominee Donald Trump makes 
a series of vulgar boasts about 
how he treats women. Egging him 
on is Billy Bush, former coanchor of 
NBC’s Access and (at least as of press-
time) cohost of Today.

As the two are shown exiting a bus 
and being greeted by Days of Our 
Lives star Arianne Zucker, the nephew 
of George H.W. Bush delivers a phrase 
that will surely follow him around for 
a while: “How about a little hug for 
‘the Bushy?’”

Those three minutes of tape  
have altered an already alternate- 
universe campaign season. But for 
Bush, the episode appears to have 
ended his network run at NBC just 
months after it began. Multiple 
sources reported all last week that 
his indefinite suspension was in the 
process of becoming a final separa-
tion, with the relevant question being 
when, not if, it will happen.

The tape saga comes not long after 
NBC’s nightmare with Brian Wil-
liams, the former network anchor 
suspended for exaggerating tales of 
his reporting exploits before a second 

chance restored him to a lesser role 
on MSNBC. Unlike the Williams affair, 
the Bush case exploded after someone 
from inside NBC reportedly leaked 
the footage of Bush and Trump to The 
Washington Post. Through reps, Bush 
has indicated that the leak may be 
legally actionable.

Even if he doesn’t file suit, Bush 
clearly faces a tricky road to resuming 
his career as the figure Esquire once 
dubbed “the Bob Woodward of the 
red carpet.” When the tape surfaced 
Oct. 7, NBC execs initially indicated 
the possibility of redemption, possibly 
via an on-air apology. Then they read 

the swarm of negative comments 
and heard opposition from women 
on both sides of the camera. (Former 
Access colleagues, notably, have stuck 
up for Bush.) The backlash has made 
Bush’s missteps in reporting the 
Ryan Lochte mess last summer at 
the Rio Olympics—called out on the 
air by his Today cohost Al Roker—
seem tame by comparison.

What carried even more weight 
were the protests of the very A-list 
contacts Bush had spent more than a 
decade trying to cultivate. Marcel Pari-
seau, a partner at True Public Rela-
tions who reps Scarlett Johansson and 

other female clients, wrote on Face-
book: “He was rude and lewd to a 
few female clients of mine. Boycotting 
the 9 a.m. hour of the Today show.” 
Bumble Ward, a veteran whose clients 
include Sofia Coppola and Mira Nair, 
also took to Facebook, recalling Bush 
as “downright dismissive” when she 
asked if he would interview her nomi-
nated director client on the Oscars 
red carpet. “He actually turned away 
with a roll of the eyes,” Nair wrote. 
In an epic battle with archrival Good 
Morning America, the idea that Today 
could lose bookings was anathema, 
so NBC opted to indefinitely suspend 
Bush on Oct. 9.

For the network, there are aspects 
of this extending well beyond the 
daily ratings race. This has become just 
the latest instance of NBC misjudg-
ing the line between entertainment 
and news, a line Trump has rejoiced in 
blurring. Saturday Night Live featured 
candidate Trump as a guest host in 
October 2015. A year later, “Week-
end Update” coanchor Michael Che 
gave a puzzling interview to Politico, 
calling Trump “smart” and “not a rac-
ist.” At least those comments weren’t 
actually broadcast on NBC—but Matt 
Lauer’s were when the Today anchor 
moderated the network’s Commander-
in-Chief Forum Sept. 7 and drew fire 
for going soft on Trump.  

No Hugs for ‘the Bushy’ as Fallout Mounts

Cohosts Natalie Morales and Billy Bush on the Today show during the Summer Olympics in Rio.

BROADCASTERS HAVE PUT a 
new price tag on the spec-
trum the FCC is trying to 

free up for wireless broadband: 
$54,586,032,836.

The second stage of the reverse 
auction ended last week with broadcast-
ers indicating that is how much it will cost to 
get them to give up 114 MHz of spectrum, down 
from the 126 MHz they were willing to give up at 
an $86,422,558,704 price tag in the first stage, 
which wireless operators and other forward auc-
tion bidders were unwilling to pay.

The $54.6 billion is a sizable drop in price from 
stage one, substantially closing the gap between 
broadcasters and wireless companies, who will get 

to start bidding on the 114 MHz of spec-
trum (actually less, since some of 
that is guard band—buffer spectrum) 
in their own stage two forward auc-

tion starting Oct. 19.
Those 99 bidders—including Comcast/

NBCU—will actually have to pony up more 
than $56 billion to cover the additional $1.957 
billion in FCC auction expenses and broadcaster/
cable operator repack expenses after the auction.

The FCC purposely opened with high prices to 
encourage broadcaster participation, but the com-
mission planned for multiple stages of the auction.

If the forward auction bidders cover the new 
total in their stage two, the auction will have suc-
cessfully met its criteria and can close, but not 

immediately. There is a final mini auction among 
only the winning forward bidders, who won generic 
blocks and will then get the chance to bid on 
specific frequencies in an auction that could take a 
couple more weeks.

Analyst Dan Hays, a principal at PwC, sees the 
new reverse auction total as progress, but a long 
way from the finish line.

“At over $54.5B to broadcasters, or roughly 
$56.5B in total, we believe that the clearing cost is 
still well beyond striking distance for the budgets 
of mobile network operators,” Hays says. “A third 
stage of the auction, and perhaps even a fourth, is 
now all but a certainty.”

That would push the auction into early 2017  
at least.
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Trial of the tape exposes NBC’s vulnerability on the Trump front
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Reverse auction second stage closes at substantial discount  BY JOHN EGGERTON
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THERE’S SOMETHING to be said 
about being the firstborn, in terms 
of scripted originals, at your network. 
Season 3 of witch-trial drama 
Salem starts up on WGN America 
Nov. 2, and creator/executive pro-
ducer Brannon Braga promises a 
“very unpredictable ride.” The devil 
is on the loose, and humanity hangs 
in the balance. (Insert your own elec-
tion joke here.)

WGN placed a big bet on Salem 
when it launched two years ago; 
subsequent original series include 

Underground and Outsiders. “It’s cool 
to be a show that helped brand the 
network,” says Braga. “It’s like 
being an only child—you get a lot 
of attention.”

Though it is set 300-plus years 
ago, Braga says Salem resonates in 
part because the arts have mostly 
left the dark Salem witch chapter of 
American history untapped. 

There is The Crucible, of course, 
and we’ll always cherish the COPS 
in Salem, MA skit on The Ben Stiller 
Show in the early ‘90s. Stiller, his 

accent and moustache on loan 
from an NYPD cop shop, says 
to witch-y Janeane Garofalo: 
“Ya got a kid, right? What’s 
gonna happen if ya get burned 
at the stake? Who’s gonna take 
care of your kid?”

Braga also mentions the 
“mass hysteria” connecting 
the 1690s to the present. “It’s 
something that captures the 
imagination—witches, witch-
craft, witch trials,” he says. 

“Oppression—female 
oppression—still 
resonates.”

The cast of Epix’s 
Berlin Station, 
launching Oct. 16 
alongside political 
comedy Graves, has 
similar firstborn 
fever. Star Richard 
Armitage spoke of 
a “tasty cocktail” 
backing Epix: MGM, 
Paramount and 
Lionsgate, with Anonymous Content 
producing the series. “As the first 
original scripted show, I just felt like 
everyone would be on the front foot, 
and they were,” says the dashing 
Brit. “The ambition was huge; it was 
an exciting thing to get involved in 
for that reason.”

In Epix’s favor, costar Michelle 
Forbes says it’s almost impossible 
to tell where the next hit show is 
coming from. “There’s no room for us 
to be a snob about anything. I try  

not to pay attention to 
what the platform is,” 
she says. “Look at Net-
flix—people rolled their 
eyes initially.”

After shooting shad-
owy Berlin Station, both 
stars unwind by watching 
comedies. For Armitage, 
it’s Veep: “I’ve exhausted 
everything and wish 
there was more.”

Forbes adores FX’s 
Baskets. “Louie Ander-

son is his mom…the rodeo clown in 
Bakersfield…” she muses. “It’s unbe-
lievable! It’s genius.”

Back in colonial Massachusetts, 
Braga swears by The Bachelor.  
“It’s a show about love, falling in 
love,” he says. 

After long days dealing with  
Puritan zealots burning witches  
at the stake, there’s nothing wrong 
with a little love. “The Bachelor is 
unironic about love,” says Braga.  
“I just enjoy watching it.”
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FATES AND FORTUNES

EXEC MOVES OF THE WEEK
n (1) MARJORIE KAPLAN is 
leaving Discovery Commu-
nications. Kaplan, who for-
merly headed Animal Planet 
and TLC for the company, 
most recently served as 
president of international 
content. The move is part of 
a reorganization of Discov-
ery’s international creative 
group, which will become 
part of the U.K. business 
under Susanna Dinnage. 
Dinnage has been upped 
to president and managing 
director of Discovery Net-
works U.K./Ireland. n (2) 
KEVIN MCHALE is returning 
to Turner Sports as an NBC 
analyst. The former Boston Celtics great inked a multiyear deal for TNT 
game telecasts as well as appearances on NBA TV’s Fan Night. He was 
previously with Turner from 2009-2011. n (3) GHEN MAYNARD will head 
CBS Television Studios’ newly formed unscripted programming depart-
ment. Maynard, who will serve as senior executive VP of alternative pro-
gramming, will oversee new alternative programming. The reality vet’s 
credits include Survivor, Big Brother, The Amazing Race and America’s 
Next Top Model. n (4) BRENDAN COUNTEE has been tapped as VP of origi-
nal programming at Showtime. Countee was previously head of comedy 
at Hulu, where he oversaw the development and production of Casual, 
The Mindy Project and Difficult People. n JON FELTHEIMER has extended 
his contract as CEO of Lionsgate through 2023. Feltheimer has served as 
CEO since 2000. While atop the company, Lionsgate’s television business 
has grown to encompass nearly 80 series on 40 networks and boasts a 
nearly $2-billion annual film studio portfolio.
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WGN America’s Salem

Berlin Station

STATOF 
THEWEEK

43%
Increase in average retrans payments 
from cable operators to broadcast-
ers from 2013 ($7,790,721) to 2014 
($12,715,686). The FCC released the 

figures for its latest annual basic cable 
rate report on Oct. 12. Data from 2014 

was the most recent year analyzed.

THEY SAID IT
“If [Donald] Trump were to be 
elected president, he would 
likely become America’s first 
democratator. Though he now 
appears likely to lose, the Trump 
campaign has already had a 
negative influence—as anyone 
who watched debate night from 
Tehran already knows.”

—Joel Simon, executive director of the 
Committee to Protect Journalists, wrote 
in a ‘Columbia Journalism Review’ blog 
Oct. 13. Simon describes a ‘democratator’ 
in the piece as a leader who used their 
authority to “undermine and weaken the 
institutions that constrain their power.”

            THE WATCHMAN
                              Deputy Editor Michael Malone’s weekly look at the programming scene

Hunting Witches in Salem, Stalking Spooks in Berlin 
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             PROGRAMMING UPDATE:

             SHOW CAROUSEL
Fox has given the Da-
mon Wayans and Clayne 
Crawford-led Lethal 
Weapon (1) reboot a 
full season. Also in Fox 
land, Steve Harvey will 
emcee the reimagining of 
former syndicated show 
Showtime at the Apollo. 
NBC has greenlighted 
six episodes of alterna-
tive comedy series Common Sense. Logo ordered up a second season of Finding Prince 
Charming. Freeform’s Shadowhunters (2) has a Jan. 2 second season debut date. 
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